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T
he recent ouster of Travis Kalanick, the
maverick founder-CEO of ride-aggreg-
ator Uber, shocked the global startup
universe, especially the Silicon Valley,

for myriad reasons. For one, Uber has been the
poster boy of all the great things that happened in
technology and business in the recent past and
Kalanick is rightly revered for building a cutting-
edge business virtually out of thin air and grow-
ing it into the world's richest startup, valued at
about $68 billion, with presence in dozens of
countries. That said, Kalanick’s ouster, under pres-
sure from Uber’s investors, has not surprised
those who have been following the new-genera-
tion gig economy company, famous for its innov-
ative yet aggressive business model and un-
abashedly self-obsessed work culture. Of late,
40-year-old Kalanick as well as his eight-year-old
enterprise have been embroiled in a series of con-
troversies inviting investor ire and delivering em-
barrassment to shareholders. While Uber has
been accused of promoting unethical, predatory
business practices across the globe, Kalanick him-
self faced charges of being an abrasive leader. No
wonder then Kalanick’s resignation reminds the
business community in India of the unceremoni-
ous exit of Rahul Yadav from Housing.com. Yadav
too had to give in to investors’ pressure after his
aggressive, seemingly self-obsessed leadership
style drew flak from regulators, clients and the
public at large.

Kalanick or Yadav are no isolated examples.
Thanks to the cult built around Apple founder
Steve Job’s tough and uncompromising leader-
ship, several business leaders follow what man-
agement thinkers term a ‘toxic leadership’ pat-
tern, promoting intimidating ways that openly
encourage bullying and, at times, misogyny.
Rather than building an atmosphere of particip-
atory, democratic decision-making, these leaders
merrily vote for top-down, centralised leadership.
As a result, they incentivise ofensive and often il-
legal business tactics (such as circumventing
transport and labour regulations in many coun-
tries) solely targeting market leadership; their
success, mostly thanks to the abundance of in-
vestor money they initially enjoy, adds legitimacy
to unpleasant ways of doing business, only to be
cloned by peers and followers. Not surprisingly,
these leaders soon find themselves in a legal and
economic quagmire, as in the case of Kalanick or
Yadav. On his part, Kalanick advertised such prac-
tices as innovative and deployed an army of attor-
neys to fight cases whenever such methods met
with legal challenge. 

Such business leadership concepts do not au-
gur well for entrepreneurship in general and the
gig economy in particular. It’s time some old-
school discipline was brought into the leadership
approaches of Gen-Y top executives. It is vital for
the sustainability of innovative businesses that
business leadership is democratic and the models
refrain from exploiting regulatory flaws. Toxic
leadership can damage the idea of enterprise. The
exit of Kalanick should start a course correction.

A bumpy ride
The exit of Uber CEO symptomises a larger

malady that has afected business leadership
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A
virtual judicial soap op-

era is being played out in
Pakistan over “Panama
Leaks,” about properties

owned by the family of Prime Minis-
ter Nawaz Sharif, notably in Lon-
don. Sharif’s father, Mian Mo-
hammed Sharif, was a wealthy steel
magnate, whose properties were
nationalised by Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto,
and returned to him by President
Zia ul Haq, who patronised the
entry and rise of the Sharif family in
national politics. 

Strange investigation 
The bench of the Supreme Court en-
trusted with investigating the case,
has behaved somewhat like a
“kangaroo court”, appearing biased
against the Prime Minister. This was
evident in its including two Bri-
gadier ranked intelligence oicers
in the investigative team, quite
evidently to keep the
army pleased in eforts
to undermine an elected
political leader. The two
Brigadiers may have
been good spooks in the
ISI and Military Intelli-
gence. They, however,
had no constitutional
authority or investigat-
ive experience, to participate in an
investigation against an elected
Prime Minister. It is evident that in
Pakistan it is not just the elected
Government, but also the judiciary,
which runs scared of the powerful
military.

While the future judgment of the
Supreme Court cannot be predicted
just now, Sharif seems to be prepar-

ing for all eventualities, given the
scheduled national elections next
year. During the interrogation by
the investigative team, Sharif’s two
sons Hasan and Hussain were hu-
miliated and intimidated. Sharif
himself testified for over three
hours as a “witness” and not an “ac-
cused”. His defence was, the four
flats his family owned in the elite
Park Lane area were obtained after
his father sold his business in Dubai
and willed the entire amount to his
eldest grandson Hasan, in 1980. 

A Prince from the Qatar ruling
family certified he was involved in
managing the money from the sale
of the Dubai businesses. Sharif
seems to have remarkably warm
personal relations with the Royal
Family of Saudi Arabia, who saved
him from the gallows after the
Musharraf coup and also with the
Qatar royals. This history alone will
ensure he stays clear of Saudi-Qatari
rivalries!

Power of the army
The case of a Prime Minister of
Pakistan becoming wealthy is not
unique to Nawaz Sharif. Benazir
Bhutto owned three properties in
the UK including a 350 acre, 30
room, 10 bedroom Mansion, in

Rockwood Estate, in Sur-
rey and a four-bedroom
home in the elite May-
fair area. She also owned
a 10,000 square feet villa
in Dubai. The value of
these three properties
alone is estimated at $45
million. More import-
antly, Benazir owned a

huge Castle in France whose value
would likely exceed those of her UK
properties. 

Then, there is the case of the pom-
pous President/General Pervez
Musharraf. His retirement benefits
were ₹20 million. Yet, within barely
a month of his retirement, he pur-
chased apartments in Mayfair, Lon-
don and in Dubai, estimated to cost

₹400 million. Successive chief
justices of the Supreme Court of
Pakistan appeared to lack the cour-
age to act against Musharraf, espe-
cially after a not too veiled warning
by then Army Chief Raheel Sharif,
who was a Musharraf protégé. 

All this spells continuing uncer-
tainty in Pakistan, with a vulnerable
Nawaz Sharif, threatened by a belli-
cose, army backed Imran Khan,
who himself is under a cloud. He is
known to have purchased a flat in
London through an ofshore firm,
ostensibly to “evade further taxes”. 

After Benazir’s assassination, the
Pakistan Peoples’ Party, founded by
her father, has virtually fallen apart
in Punjab, which elects around 60
per cent of the MPs. The PPP has a
weak presence in Baluchistan and
the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP)
Province and is considerably
weakened in its home, the Sind
Province. The mercurial Imran
Khan has a presence in Punjab and
KP Provinces, but the odds are that
in a free and fair election, Sharif
stands a good chance of being re-
elected. Even if the Army and Su-
preme Court allow this to happen,
the Army’s role in national afairs

and particularly in foreign policy
and defence will be dominant. 

Situation in Afghanistan
Pakistan’s military will continue to
enjoy absolute power, with no con-
stitutional responsibility. It would
be unrealistic to expect there will
be any change in its support for ter-
rorism in India and Afghanistan. It
is clear President Trump deplores
Pakistan-sponsored terrorism. It
will, however, be diicult to confid-
ently predict his staying power in
Afghanistan, given his oft-repeated
commitment to “America First”. 

We will have to work in close co-
ordination with the Afghan govern-
ment to influence US policies on
Afghanistan. China will profess to
be interested in a political settle-
ment in Afghanistan, while seeking
negotiations that ensure Pakistan’s
dominant role in that country,
thereby encouraging Pakistan to
continue sponsoring terrorism.
President Putin evidently favours
four party negotiations on Afgh-
anistan, which exclude India, even
while promoting bilateral coopera-
tion with India. 

In crafting its approach to

Pakistan, India should have no hes-
itation in taking advantage of its
vulnerabilities. Pakistan faces ten-
sions between its Wahhabi outfits
and the widely observed Sufi/
Bareilvi practices. It is also alicted
by the Shia-Sunni divide. Prime
Minister Modi spoke last year about
the exploitation of Baluchis by the
Punjabi elite. 

Baluchistan challenge
Just as Pakistan speaks of Kashmir
as the “unfinished agenda of parti-
tion” India should respond on Bal-
uchistan, bearing in mind that Jin-
nah himself acknowledged to
Baluchistan’s ruler, the Khan of
Kalat, only a few days before inde-
pendence, that Baluchistan was in-
dependent and not part of British
India. Moreover, we should join
Afghanistan in declaring the Dur-
and Line as a disputed border and
continue moves to isolate Pakistan
in South Asia. Most importantly, In-
dia should respond strongly and ef-
fectively, to ISI backed infiltration
and terrorism across the LOC.

Prime Minister Modi evidently
had a cordial exchange with Nawaz
Sharif in Kazakhstan and has re-
portedly been in touch with him
through intermediaries. Likewise,
Sushma Swaraj has spoken to her
counterpart whenever necessary
and was very forthcoming when a
Pakistani child needed life saving
medical treatment in India. Such
diplomatic and humanitarian cour-
tesies should continue and hope-
fully, increase. We also have to reach
out to sections in Pakistan that
would like to see an end to terror-
ism across their borders, even while
we remain inflexible on issues of
cross border terrorism. Virat Kohli
and MS Dhoni captured minds and
hearts in Pakistan by their words,
gestures and sensitivity, during the
Champions’ Trophy.

The writer is a former High

Commissioner to Pakistan

Nawaz Sharif’s future looks uncertain, with the Army trying to destabilise him. India should step up its anti-terror resolve

Looming presence Pak Army and Nawaz Sharif

Watch out for Pak Army’s growing clout 

G PARTHASARATHY

ANITA RASTOGI

T
he anti-profiteering provi-
sion was for the first time
inserted in the draft GST
law in the November 2016

version. The trade and industry
were eagerly waiting for the anti-
profiteering rules to be released by
the government. 

The GST Council in its meeting on
June 18, 2017, finally announced
that the rules have been cleared.
The expectation was that the trade
would exactly know what one is re-
quired to do if one has to be GST
compliant from price perspective.
But unfortunately, there is still no
clarity. 

As has been observed in ad-
vanced countries when GST was in-
troduced, the economies witnessed
inflation. In order to avoid this and
also to impart consumer confid-
ence, that prices of goods will not
increase, the government brought
in the concept of anti-profiteering
in GST. 

GST is expected to bring benefit
to businesses by way of increased
credits and elimination of cascad-
ing efect, that is, tax on tax. The
anti-profiteering provisions

provide that ‘any reduction in rate
of tax or any supply of goods or ser-
vices or the benefit of input tax
credit shall be passed on by way of
commensurate reduction in
prices’. 

This piece of legislation was an-
nounced way back in November
2016. However, no methodology of
computing the benefit was pre-
scribed. 

Then and now
When the GST Act became final
early this year, it provided that the
Central Government, on recom-
mendation of the Council, may con-
stitute or appoint an authority to
examine whether the input tax
credits availed by any registered
person or the reduction in the tax
rate has actually resulted in a com-
mensurate reduction in the price of
goods or services or both supplied
by him. 

Yet no procedure was prescribed
as to what businesses should do.
The questions which required an-
swers were — how will businesses
compute the benefit resulting from
increased credits and reduction in
rates? Will it be calculated at a com-
pany level or product level? Will it

be a net profit or gross profit? Can I
add additional expenses which I am
required to incur due to GST while
computing the cost and then arrive
at the benefit? 

Finally the day arrived when the
draft Anti-profiteering Rules, 2017

were released. Sad to state, there
was really nothing which trade and
industry could discern other than
the fact that if post investigation it
is determined that indeed profit-
eering has taken place, there are
penalties which could be levied and
the GST registration could be can-
celled. 

Draft rules, spanning six pages,
mention the constitution of the Na-
tional Anti-Profiteering Authority,
Standing Committee and State level
Screening Committee. It specified
the time frame by which the invest-
igation is to be completed. 

Price reduction not defined
Further, the rule merely stated that
the authority may determine the
methodology and procedure for de-
termination — whether the reduc-
tion in rate of tax on supply of
goods or services or the benefit of
input tax credit has been passed on
by way of commensurate reduction
in prices. 

It is imperative to mention here,
that term ‘commensurate reduc-
tion in the price’ is not defined or
discussed in the Act or draft Rules.
The establishment of an authority
and the power to make its own pro-

cedures, is apparently a means to
determine whether the commen-
surate reduction has actually
happened or not. 

The authority will be more of re-
dressal forum. In the absence of a
definition or guidance on ‘com-
mensurate reduction’, the industry
will follow its own economics to de-
termine the commensurate reduc-
tion in price of goods or services.
Will that give rise to discretionary
exercise of power by the tax
authorities?

As the GST will go live from July 1,
2017, it would be extremely import-
ant for businesses to calculate the
‘commensurate reduction’ and re-
visit the price of goods or services
supplied by them. 

The Government should release
some guidance regarding method-
ology, including calculations and
periodicity, to reflect such com-
mensurate reduction, before GST is
implemented from July 1, 2017. The
release of clear guidance will help
the industry to comply with the
anti-profiteering provisions.

The writer is Partner-Indirect Tax and

GST at PwC India. The views are

personal

Unease over GST’s anti-profiteering clauses
The Anti-profiteering Rules do not spell out how the benefit from input credit is to be computed. This could lead to chaos 

Up and away This cannot happen

ALPHASPIRIT

Build on shared priorities

This is with reference to the editor-
ial “India first” (June 28). When
meeting the unpredictable head
of a powerful state for the first
time, the right policy is to build on
common interests and postpone
conflicting issues for discussion at
a later date. 

This enabled our prime minister
to prioritise terrorism, defence
deals and strategic relationship in
his deliberations with US Presid-
ent Donald Trump. This brought
positive results, as the edit points
out.

Acceptance on a common de-
termination to destroy “radical Is-
lamic terror” was more important
than bargaining for more H-IB
visas. 

If only Pakistan had learnt the
need for mutual friendship with
its neighbour India, both coun-
tries would have registered much
higher economic growth than
more job opportunities for Indi-

ans in the US would.
YG Chouksey 
Pune

Emphasis on counter-terrorism 

The Indo-US bilateral relationship
has been gaining momentum ever
since the visit of Bill Clinton,
former President of the US in the
year 2000. It was further bolstered
by the visit of George W Bush in
2006 as it led to a landmark civil
nuclear deal. During the NDA re-
gime under Narendra Modi, India
has been a close ally of the US in
trade and defence, especially in
the fight against terrorism.

The issues of intellectual prop-
erty rights (IPRs) and H1B visa
should not be allowed to determ-
ine or afect the longevity of the
Indo-US relationship. 

Apart from trade-related moves,
counter-terrorism is the predom-
inant issue for both India and the
US, not counterbalancing China.
India’s endeavour to form and

strengthen the coalition (at inter-
national level) to combat terror-
ism has often been vitiated by
China. It is China – by blocking In-
dia’s move to ban Jaish-e-Mo-
hammed chief Masood Azhar –
which has moved very close to
Pakistan and is using it to counter-
balance India.

Donald Trump seems to be very
interested in nurturing a long-last-
ing, true alliance with a trust-
worthy partner, India. 
S Lakshminarayanan
Cuddalore

Support for #notinmyname

All right-minded people would
share the sentiment behind the
#notinmyname online campaign
and lend it their support. The
protests against grisly lynchings
by mobs ofer some hope that the
cold-blooded killings would not
go unchallenged. 

We could do without earning
the sobriquet “The Land of Lynch-

ings”. It is undeniable that people
of a certain faith and Dalits are sys-
tematically singled out for mob vi-
olence for the flimsiest of reasons.
The appalling crime of mob lynch-
ing is not linked to religion but to
a toxic ideology that thrives on
spreading religious hatred. India’s
tragedy is that today’s rulers are
giving patronage and tacit sup-
port to vigilantes on the prowl to
pounce on compatriots on the pre-
text of hurt to their religious senti-
ment. Those who create the cli-
mate for barbaric killings are as
much culpable as the actual
killers. We all share a common des-
tiny despite diferent religious
persuasions. We must learn to put
humanity above ‘man-made barri-
ers’ and co-exist peacefully.
G David Milton
Maruthancode, Tamil Nadu 

Privatisation the way out

The state-owned Air India is not
only loss making but also grew as a

hefty white elephant which is dii-
cult for any government to
provide support system intermin-
ably. 

Unable to generate funds by
pruning and functioning in ei-
cient manner, Air India has be-
come a parasite of the govern-
ment requesting funds from the
government to run the wheels of
administration smoothly. It is per-
tinent to mention here that before
merger, Indian Airlines catered to
domestic services and Air India in-
ternational, the latter was profit-
making but the former was in dire
financial straits. 

Their merger resulted in the
proverbial falling between two
stools. 

Privatisation is the only option
left before the government to un-
burden itself given the other im-
portant and burning issues on
hand.
HP Murali
Bengaluru

LET TERS TO THE EDITOR Send your letters by email to bleditor@thehindu.co.in or by post to ‘Letters to the Editor’, The Hindu Business Line, Kasturi Buildings, 859-860, Anna Salai, Chennai 600002.

Census shows Australia's dynamism and diversity 

Australia has reached a welcome tipping point; for the first
time, we are receiving more migrants from Asia than Europe.
In the past five years, China and India have been the sources of
the biggest numbers of arrivals. We are still overwhelmingly
monolingual, although we hope that our education system
will invest seriously in language teaching to correct this.
Mandarin has been promoted as a priority language. Fewer
than 3 per cent of residents are Muslim. MELBOURNE, 27 JUNE 2017

Reconstructing an important sector

The construction industry has been placed on a path of no
return by plans for a higher-skilled workforce that would be
able to generate 20 to 30 per cent more output in the next few
years. The target is numerically substantial, given that about
300,000 foreign workers are employed in the construction
sector. The days when ease of import of foreign labour allowed
firms to bypass productivity expectations are well and truly
over. SINGAPORE, 27 JUNE 2017

Liu Xiaobo's medical treatment

Liu Xiaobo, who was sentenced in December 2009 to 11 years in
prison for inciting subversion of state power, was released on
medical parole after being diagnosed with terminal liver
cancer. Western human rights groups have demanded the
Chinese government allow Liu to travel abroad to seek medical
treatment. China has not collapsed as the West forecast in the
1980s and 1990s, but has created a global economic miracle. A
group of pro-democracy activists and dissidents lost a bet and
ruined their lives. BEIJING, 28 JUNE 2017
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ACROSS

01. Time of the return of Charles II
(11)

08. Metal fencing (8)
09. Other, otherwise (4)
10. Irritable (5)
13. Neither very good nor very bad

(2-2)
16. Retreat of wild beast (4)
17. Musical tie (4)
18. Branches of learning (4)
20. Obtain (price) (5)
24. Reflection of sound (4)
25. Prayer-desk, chair for praying

(4-4)
26. Menacing (11)

DOWN

02. Wicked (4)
03. Commonplace, banal (5)
04. Correct (5)
05. Notions (5)
06. Published abroad (11)
07. Clever, ingenious (11)
11. Jeer at (5)
12. Fermenting agent (5)
14. Greasy, unctuous (4)
15. Part of Highland dress (4)
19. Scrub, cleanse (5)
21. White heron (5)
22. To wash (5)
23. Maned big cat (4)

ACROSS

01. When the Stuarts came back to
renovation of works of art (11)

08. Metal fencing used to ring sail
with (8)

09. Otherwise a girl might lose
one (4)

10. Short-tempered youth-leader
on trial first (5)

13. Indiferent call for help comes
to nothing (2-2)

16. Beastly place to lie about half
of 8 (4)

17. An aspersion with a smooth
efect in music (4)

18. Liberal studies are not finished
on a backstreet (4)

20. Go and get the ghost of a
living person (5)

24. Imitation of a part of the
chorus (4)

25. Praying-desk ripe for
development, one being in
due order (4-4)

26. Lowering at her maybe in
getting gent in trouble (11)

DOWN

02. It’s very bad to exist like a bat
at rest (4)

03. Hackneyed use of it in treaty
half abandoned (5)

04. The conservative entitlement
(5)

05. Such thoughts as may be
turned aside (5)

06. Concert with lute maybe: gad,
it’s made widely known! (11)

07. Cruel use, for a change, if
fertile in expedients (11)

11. Make mock of the grub (5)
12. Leaven is as yet to work (5)
14. Oleaginous as boy who loses

his head about the Italian (4)
15. Scot likes to hold up part of his

dress (4)
19. A hard wash will make the

cattle ill (5)
21. Bird one will be sorry not to

have started (5)
22. Having no drugs, come to it

and confess (5)
23. Person of unusual courage

may have his pride (4)

easy not so easy

ACROSS 1. Constant 4. Pair 8. Our 9. Titan 10. Rep 11. Therapy
12. Itchy 13. Compliments 17. Libel 18. Placebo 20. Vat: 21. Niece
22. Oaf 23. Role 24. Pediment
DOWN 1. Clouts 2. Nurse 3. Natty 5. Apricot 6. Repays 
7. Incinerate 9. Trampoline 14. Orbital 15. Plover 16. Comfit
18. Piece 19. Evoke

bl two-way crossword 882

SOLUTION: BL Two-way Crossword 881

B
enefits of GST essentially
flow from the efects of a
simplified tax structure,
seamless tax credit facil-

ity, and technology-driven easy tax
compliances systems. Here are the
major benefits:

One: GST ends an era of mul-
tiple taxes levied at central, State
and local levels. It replaces eight
central and 9 State taxes such as
Central Excise Duty, Service Tax,
CST, State VAT and Entry Tax with
just one tax. The uniform GST rates
across States would reduce the tax
burden and compliance cost.

Two: GST would reduce the cas-
cading efect of taxes by integrat-
ing the tax systems of central and
State governments. Both will sim-
ultaneously levy GST on a uniform
base. Also, GST is to be paid only on
the value addition and not on the
value that includes the taxes paid
earlier. 

This input tax
credit mechanism
allows set of of
taxes paid across
the value chain.
This almost elimin-
ates the incidence
of tax on tax or cascading efect of
taxes, and results in lower net tax
liability. 

Three: GST mandates only elec-
tronic filing of information relat-
ing to all compliances, starting
from registration to filing of re-
turns to paying taxes. Automation
of compliance procedures would
reduce errors, increase eiciency.
These will also eliminate human
interface between the tax payer
and tax administrator. Firms do
not have to step out of their home
or oices or file numerous forms
or hire a middleman to make a
run to many tax oices of central
and state governments.

Also, harmonization of center
and State tax administrations
would reduce duplication and
compliance costs. The invoice-
level matching enables correct

payment of taxes and leaves no
scope for fraudulent claims.

Four: Earlier, firms were re-
quired to use many forms to ob-
tain exemptions from payment of
taxes. For example, while making
stock transfers to a branch located
in another state, firms used Form
F to get an exemption from the
Central Sales Tax and obtain input
credit on VAT. 

Merchant exporters get exemp-
tions from payment of VAT/CST
through Forms C, Form F and
Form H. Similarly they buy goods
from an excise registered unit un-
der forms CT1 and ARE 1 to export
duty-free. GST does away with such
forms making the system simple
and transparent.

Five: GST would lead to lower
transportation and distribution
costs. The main reason for the
high cost is the expense incurred
on branches and warehouses that
exist not on business but for tax-
saving considerations. For ex-
ample, firms open branches in
multiple States just to avoid pay-

ing CST. CST is
chargeable on sale
to other States but
is exempt if goods
are transferred to a
branch of the same
firm located in
other States. GST ab-

olishes such tax arbitrage. 
The above provisions are expec-

ted to increase the overall pro-
ductivity of manufacturing, ser-
vices and trading operations
leading to a reduction in prices
and a general increase in the eco-
nomic activity and higher growth
rate of the economy. 

Low taxes, ease of doing busi-
ness and electronic compliance
will also make India a more at-
tractive place for doing business
compared to other emerging eco-
nomies and create ground for
more domestic and global invest-
ment in Make in India projects.

The writer is from the Indian Trade

Service. The views are personal.

Adapted from his book, The GST

Nation: A Guide for Business

Transformation

Greater good
How GST benefits business and nation

AJAY SRIVASTAV

GST MASTERCLASS

This is the last in a series to

introduce readers to GST’s

intricacies. The previous

part appeared on June 28.

AMIT SINHA / PARIJAT JAIN

I
ndia has made significant
strides in the power sector
over the past few years. The
country is the fourth 4th

largest country in the world in
terms of generating capacity, and
achieved close to zero energy defi-
cit in FY17. In distribution, the Gov-
ernment’s ambitious UDAY pro-
gramme has seen widespread
adoption with 27 States and UTs
signing up for financial restruc-
turing. Similarly, the transmis-
sion sector has been energised
with significant expansion, a vast
improvement from the days of
the infamous blackout in 2012.

However, a few challenges still
need to be addressed if India is to
achieve its ambitious vision for
the power sector — 24x7 power for
all, 175 GW of renewable capacity,
and viable and self-sustaining dis-
tribution companies (discoms).

Principal concerns
First, the power sector continues
to underperform with stagnating
returns and limited new invest-
ments. Second, there is significant
stranded capacity on account of
demand not growing as fast as
generating capacity, leading to de-
clining plant load factors (PLF) for
conventional plants. The situ-
ation is likely to become more

challenging as ‘must-run’ renew-
able capacities come online.

The third issue, and the focus of
this article, relates to stressed dis-
com financials. Even though dis-
com finances are expected to
show improvement, we expect
total losses in FY17 (as per UDAY
MoUs) to be at around ₹25,000
crore for 27 States/UTs which have
signed up for the UDAY scheme.
Strained discom financials have a
cascading impact on the overall
sector: there is continued load
shedding due to high aggregate
technical and commercial (AT&C)
losses and high unmet ‘latent’ de-
mand. So, despite being surplus in
power, India’s per capita power
consumption of 1,000 kWh per
annum lags countries such as
Brazil (2500), China (3600) and
South Africa (3900) (figure 1). 

Today, one of the key issues fa-
cing discoms is the significant
quantum of capacity tied up in
long-term Power Purchase Agree-
ments (PPA) with durations of 12-
25 years. Many PPAs are legacy
high-priced, long-term contracts
that continue to drain the finan-
cials of discoms. Such PPAs will
continue to hinder UDAY’s object-
ives. 

Smart procurement option
We believe that ‘Smart Procure-
ment’, which involves buying

power from short-term sources
(bilateral contracts/exchanges) in
lieu of generating plants which
have higher variable costs,
presents a highly viable and at-
tractive option. 

Smart procurement follows the
principle of pure merit-curve-
based scheduling and dispatch of
power, within a specific State.
Simply put, State discoms should
procure power from short-term
markets rather than buy power
from expensive (high variable
cost) plants with whom they
already have a long-term PPA. 

We estimate that smart pro-
curement could have generated
savings of approximately ₹6,600
crore in FY17 (Figure 2). Given the
clear financial benefits, we pro-
pose three key recommendations
for discoms: 

Optimal balance between long-
term and short-term contracts:
Steadily increasing penetration of
short-term power markets is a
global trend, but India lags here
significantly. Intelligent alloca-
tion of total energy demand to
long-term PPAs and meeting in-
cremental or peaking demand
through short-term markets is re-

quired. States can meet 80 per
cent of their annual energy re-
quirements from long-term con-
tracted capacity, which is equival-
ent to 60-70 per cent of peak
demand. This reduces the pay-
ment of fixed capacity charges,
improving discom financials.
However, the majority of States
have tied up more than the requis-
ite capacities in long-term con-
tracts, which has resulted in signi-
ficant demand risk being passed
on to discoms. 

Strict adherence to the merit order
in terms of variable costs: If dis-
coms across the country replaced
a quantum of the expensive
power bought from PPAs with
power from the exchange, they
could have saved approximately
₹3200 crore in FY17, given that the
prices on the exchange were
lower than the variable costs for
multiple PPAs signed by State dis-
coms. The savings would not have
come at the cost of generating
plants, given that these plants
would continue to operate at the
‘technical minimum PLF’ and dis-
coms would continue to pay fixed
capacity charges to the generators
to cover for their minimum guar-

anteed return on equity. 
Phased de-commissioning of se-

lect plants: Ineicient plants
should be shut down as new capa-
cities (including renewable ‘must-
run’ plants) come online. Given
the supply surplus situation, we
recommend that the most ex-
pensive plants in terms of vari-
able costs be shut down, with the
option of re starting select plants
once power demand ramps-up. 

The government can go about
shutting down plants in phases,
beginning with the old, most inef-
ficient plants and then focusing
on other high-cost plants. Across
the 10 States we assessed, 20 old,
ineicient plants could be de-
commissioned immediately,
while 11 other high-cost plants
could be de-commissioned over a
phased period. Shutting down
these 31 plants alone could have
saved discoms approximately an
additional ₹3,400 crore in FY17.

In sum, India needs to move to-
wards a balanced mix of long-
term and short-term contracts. 

Sinha is a partner and Jain is a

principal at Bain & Company’s New

Delhi office.

Towards ‘smart’ power procurement
To cut costs, State discoms should also buy power from the exchanges, and not rely solely on long-term PPAs
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SBI drops PLR to 13.5%
State Bank of India (SBI) has dropped its prime lending
rate from 14 per cent per annum to 13.5 per cent per annum
efective July 1. The maximum spread over PLR on advances
other than consumer credit will continue to be 3.5 per cent
on demand and term loans and at 3.75 per cent on cash
credits. Some 25 public and private sector companies —
top-rated clients borrowing from SBI at the PLR — will
benefit from this, according to Mr. P.K. Bhattacharjee,
Deputy Managing Director & Chief Financial Oicer. In the
last one year or so, the SBI has pruned its PLR from 16 per
cent to the present 13.5 per cent, a dip of 2.5 per cent.

Cover-up by Elnet Tech directors?
Recent investigations at Elnet Technologies Ltd. indicate
that directors of the company, including three
representatives of ELCOT (Electronics Corporation of Tamil
Nadu, one of the promoters), failed to disclose certain facts
at the time of the company's public issue in July 1994,
according to informed sources. Elnet Technologies is
promoted in the joint sector by ELCOT and Mr. Thiagaraj. S.
Chettiar to develop a software technology park at
Taramani in Chennai.

Panel proposes coffee fund
The Cofee Board subcommittee on domestic prices today
recommended to the Central Government that "a fund be
created to buy the Beans in the open market and supply
the stocks to traders and to the vulnerable sections of
society. The panel was also in favour of abolition of
turnover tax and reduction in sales tax by State
Governments to enable conduct of regular auctions by an
independent agency. It proposed that the Board be given
the funds to create a bufer stock to rein in the prices.

TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY

BusinessLine

What’s a ‘birthday cake’ test?
It’s a measure of how simple — or
complex — a tax proposal is. The
allusion is to a political anecdote
from Australia in 1993, when that
country was debating a Goods
and Services Tax (GST), much like
the one that comes into force in
India this week.

Okay, I’ll bite. What
happened?
In the months leading up to that
election, the opposition Liberal
Party, led by economist John
Hewson, was tipped to displace
the ruling Australian Labour
Party. The coalition headed by
Hewson’s party campaigned on a
tax-reform platform, which also
envisaged a GST, a proposal the La-
bour Party opposed. But barely 10
days before the election, the
‘birthday cake’ episode unfolded,
and proved a game-changer.

Cut to the chase, please.
On a live television interview,

Hewson was asked a simple ques-
tion: “If I buy a birthday cake from
a cake shop and GST is in place, do
I pay more or less for that birth-
day cake?” Hewson’s muddled re-
sponse (of which there’s a You-
Tube video well worth watching!)
was that it depended on whether
the cake would be decorated,
have candles on it, and so on. To
viewers and voters, that rambling
answer, which Hewson defended
even 13 years later as factually cor-
rect, exemplified the GST’s com-
plexity. Analysts reckon that the
response cost his party the
election.

And Jaitley’s GST…
…is, for all its claims to being a
simplified tax measure
that establishes an ‘In-
dian Common Market’, a
hideously complex,
hopelessly tangled web
of irrational fitments
and mindless exemptions that
are a lawyer’s and chartered ac-
countant’s delight. 

But GST transition angst isn’t
unique to India.
True. When Canada introduced a

GST in 1991, three of its provinces
sued the federal government over
it. Even today, Canada has three
separate GST models that operate
simultaneously. 

See, we’re actually doing
better!
I’m not discounting the enormity
of forging a political consensus in
a country as large, as diverse, and
as fractious as India. But given
that the debate has been on for
over 15 years, the extent of uncer-
tainty over fitments and the
mechanisms for securing tax
credits and refunds and the inad-
equacy of the technology infra-
structure even days ahead of the
GST launch could prove disrupt-

ive for the economy,
given India’s supply-
side constraints. 

Now you’re
hyperventilating.

Not really. In the same way that
corrupt entrenchments in the
banking system made a monkey
of the demonetisation exercise,
the GST framework is susceptible
to abuse, and will almost cer-
tainly stoke inflation, which will

neutralise whatever goodwill the
GST measure in itself may war-
rant. As the French monarch
Louis XIV’s Finance Minister fam-
ously said: “The art of taxation
consists in so plucking the goose
as to obtain the largest possible
amount of feathers with the least
possible amount of hissing.” The
hissy-fit that the GST proposal has
induced all around is a testament
to its failings.

And you think the
Government isn’t aware of
these failings?
It probably does, but going by
what we’ve seen, the Modi gov-
ernment is given to flying blind
on policy initiatives, hustling
them through solely on the
strength of a “something-will-
turn-up” optimism worthy of a
Wilkins Micawber. There’s also a
touch of hubris in Arun Jaitley’s
impatience with GST’s critics. It
reminds one of another French
monarch’s cavalier “Let them eat
cake” mindset. In this case, it’s
presumably birthday cake.
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B Eris Lifesciences is set to
debut on the stock market
today after concluding its
initial public ofer last week.
The company’s IPO was
oversubscribed 3.29 times
during June 16-20. The portion
set aside for qualified
institutional buyers was
oversubscribed 4.68 times,
non-institutional investors 45
per cent and retail investors
3.51 times. 

B Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will
pay a two-
day visit to
Gujarat
beginning
today. On
this trip, he

will focus his attention on the
Saurashtra region. He will
land in Rajkot today, from
where he will lead a 10-km-
long road-show of the BJP
from the airport to Aji dam,
which received Narmada
waters recently. 

B BMW India is to launch the
2017 BMW 5 Series (G30) for
sale in India today. It will be
assembled in Chennai, and
will launch in three variants:
530i, 520d and 530d M-Sport.
The new 5 Series has been
privately showcased to select
customers in major cities
ahead of its launch. 

B The NDA’s presidential
nominee
Ram Nath
Kovind will
visit
Chandigarh-
Panchkula
today to

meet legislators and MPs from
Punjab and Haryana as part of
his outreach efort before the
July 17 presidential poll. 

B Today marks the 10th
anniversary of the launch of
the first iPhone. In the 10
years since 2007, 10
generations of iPhones have
launched from the 3.5-inch
screen iPhone in 2007, the
iPhone 3G in 2008, the iPhone
3GS in 2009, and then the
iPhone 4 in 2010. The latest
version, iPhone 7 Plus came
out in September 2016.
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